Abstract-Classification of objects is an important area in a variety of fields and applications. Many different methods are available to make a decision in those cases. The knearest neighbor rule (k-NN) is a well-known nonparametric decision procedure. Classification rules based on the k-NN have already been proposed and applied in diverse substantive areas. The editing k-NN proposed by Wilson would be an important one. In this rule, editing the reference set is first performed, every sample in the reference set is classified by using the k-NN rule and the set is formed by eliminating it from the reference set. All the samples mistakenly classified are then deleted from the reference set. Afterward, any input sample is classified using the k-NN rule and the edited reference set. Obviously, the editing k-nearest neighbors classifier (EK -NN) consists of the k-nearest neighbor classifier and an editing reference set. However, the editing reference set gained by this method is only a subset of the reference set. This may result in the loss of some important information and decline of classification accuracy. In this paper, we focus on modifying the editing reference set of EK -NN, the new editing set in our method consists of subsets of the reference set and testing set, such subsets are received by classifying every sample in the reference set and testing set by using the k-NN rule and removing misclassified samples from reference set and testing set, respectively. Advantages of our method are to reduce the loss of information and improve the recognition rate. Comparisons and analysis of the experimental results demonstrate the capability of the proposed algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pattern classification is a method capable of discriminating patterns, it is an approach to supervised learning in pattern recognition. The k-nearest neighbor rule (k-NN), which is proposed by Fix and Hodges [1] , is a well-known nonparametric decision rule of pattern classification. Let )} , ( , ), , {( D . Each sample in the reference set is classified by testing set using the k-NN [3] and the editing reference set 1 D′ formed by eliminating its samples from the reference set, that is, all the misclassified samples are then deleted from the reference set, afterward, any input sample is classified using the k-NN and the editing reference set. The editing k-NN has yielded many interesting results in many finite sample size problems. From the practical point of view, it effectively improve the classification accuracy rate and reduce the computation times, which makes it suitable as a preprocessor for classification that are much more complex. Nowadays, based on k-NN and the editing k-NN, many interesting modified classifying algorithm have been proposed, such as, Frigui and Gader [9] propose possibility k-NN for land mine detection using sensor data generated by a ground-penetrating radar system, in which, edge histogram descriptors are used for feature extracting and a possibility k-NN for confidence assignment. Wu et al [10] develop two effective techniques, namely, template condensing and preprocessing, to significantly speed up k-NN classification while maintaining the level of accuracy. Samsudin et al [11] extend three variants of the nearest neighbor algorithm to develop a number of nonparametric group-based classification techniques. Hattori and Takahashi [12] propose a new editing k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) rule. In this method, every sample y in the editing reference set, all the k-or (k+l)-nearest neighbors of y must be in the class to which y belongs. Rubio et al [13] present an alternative based on the settings of specific-to-problem kernels to be applied to time series prediction focusing on large scale prediction.
In Rer [14~18], they extend the fuzzy k-nearest neighbor (FK-NN) algorithm to yield higher classification accuracy, and have been shown to be a powerful soft pattern classifier. Jahromi et al [19] and Babu et al [20] take the weights of the training instances into account, in the course of classification. Those algorithm reduce the size of the training set and can be viewed as a powerful instance reduction technique. Gil-Pita and Yao [21] propose three improvements of the editing k-nearest neighbor design using genetic algorithms: the use of a mean square error based objective function, the implementation of a clustered crossover, and a fast smart mutation scheme.
However, the editing reference set received by the EKNN is only a subset of reference set, which may result in the loss of some important information. In order to delete noise more effectively and further improve the classification accuracy rate, we modify the previous method. Based on previous process, let 1 D′ be testing set and 2 D be reference set. We classify 2 D by 1 D′ using k-NN again and remove misclassified samples from 2 D . Then the rest samples which are accurately classified in 2 D are served as 2 D′ . The editing training set finally used in the proposed method is an union of 1 D′ and 2 D′ , which retains the information-rich samples that EKNN algorithm has removed. The performance of the method proposed has been compared with those of the k-NN and EKNN.
Theoretically, selected samples reserve most of the important information of the original training set. In practice, better sample selection techniques should be able to detect and ignore noisy, modify misleading samples. In EKNN, the quality of training set affects recognition accuracy, and increases efficiency of next sample selection. From the practical point of view, potential benefits of sample selection can be shown as follows:
1) Simplifying data visualisation: By reduction of the training set to a smaller one, trends within the training set can be easily identified. This can be very important to the training set where only a few samples have an influence on outcomes.
2) Reduction of computation times: With smaller training set, the runtimes of learning algorithms can be condensed significantly for classification phases. And the smaller training set can avoid the "overfitting" phenomenon.
3) Improvement of classification accuracy: The prediction performance of the classifiers and classification accuracy can be increased as a result of sample selection, through the removal of noisy and misleading samples.
4) Reduction of storage space: After romoving noise or misleading smples, datas that need to be served will be greatly reducted.
From previous experimentations, it is observed that the methods with sample selection often have higher classification accuracy than those without. This motivates a new sample selection technique to guide search, in order to locate optimal training set.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2, basic theory is described which includes the knearest neighbor classifier and the editing k-nearest neighbors classifier. The editing k-nearest neighbors classifier which we modify is described in Section 3. An experiment shown in section 4 is to describe the validity of the method proposed in this paper. In section 5, there is a conclusion of the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
The principal focus of this paper lies in the modification of editing k-nearest neighbors classifier (MEKNN), however an in-depth view of the current knearest neighbor classifier (k -NN) [1] and EKNN [2] are necessary to appreciate the MEKNN approach fully.
First, we introduce k-nearest neighbors classifier:
A. k-Nearest Neighbors Classifier
In pattern recognition, the k-nearest neighbors algorithm (k-NN) is a method for classifying objects based on closest training examples in the feature space. k-NN is a type of instance-based learning, or lazy learning where the function is only approximated locally and all computation is deferred until classification. The k-NN algorithm is amongst the simplest of all machine learning algorithms: an object is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, with the object being assigned to the class most common amongst its k nearest neighbors ( k is a positive integer, typically small). The k-NN classifier is commonly based on the Euclidean distance between a testing sample and the specified training samples. The algorithm of the so-called nearest neighbors classifier is summarized as follows:
be c classes of samples in D , and each sample only belongs to one class, i X be an training sample with p features
, n be the total number of training sample.
Then input the value of k . For an unlabeled vector l X (a querying or testing sample), it is calculated the distance of training sample
and testing sample From Figure 1 , we can find that the k-NN is a pure classifiction algorithm, without sample selection phase. When a new sample is assigned to a certain class, it is necessary to calculate distance of new sample and every exiting sample in training set. However, when ∞ → n , the computation is considerable large. In fact, it is not necessary to calculate all the distance of an unlabeled sample and every exiting sample in training set, in order to find its class, but to calculate distance with some representative samples.
A solution to this problem is to select the informationrich samples to represent the original training set. The following we will introduce several methods to solve the problem.
B. Sample Selection
Just as the methods enumerated previously, they can operate effectively on deleting noise or misleading samples:
• K-Editing Nearest Neighbor (EKNN) algorithm was created in 1972 by Wilson [7] . The main idea of EKNN is to remove given samples which is misclassified. EKNN starts from original training set [22] .
• Dasarathy [16] has developed a condensing method to edit the reference set: his method provides the minimal consistent subset(MCS) which is used as the editing reference set. All the samples in the reference set can be correctly classified using the k-NN and the MCS [23] .
• Condensed Nearest Neighbor Rule (CNN) was made by Hart [5] . The CNN algorithm starts new data set from one instance per class randomly chosen from training set. After that each instance from the training set that is wrongly classified using the new dataset is added to this set. This procedure is very fragile in respect to noise and the order of presentation [22] .
• Reduced Nearest Neighbor (RNN) described in [6] by Gates was based on the same idea as CNN. However, RNN starts from original training set and rejects only those instances that do not decrease accuracy [22] . All of those methods are attempt to reduce the size of training set. Whereas, in this paper our focus is on EKNN. So in the next part, we firstly will introduce EKNN.
C. Editing k-Nearest Neighbors Classifier
The editing k-nearest neighbors classifier consists of the k-nearest neighbor classifier and an editing training set. In order to reduce the classification error rate and improve the classification accuracy rate, the EKNN selects samples from training set which accurately classified as the editing training set (training set). When we classify every sample of testing set, it is evaluated distance of the sample and each pattern in training set and then is assigned to a certain class by k-NN. This can save a host of computation time. The detailed description of the algorithm is as follows: Let
be training set, and each sample has a given class label. Then we divide D into two subsets 1 D and 2 D , in which: 
and let 1 D be reference set (training set), 2 D be testing set. 
D′ as editing training set. For an unlabeled vector l X , it is classified by 2 D′ using k-NN. The editing k-nearest neighbors classifier algorithm, based on the k-NN algorithm, has been developed as given in Figure 2 . From the process of implementation, it is obviously found that computation has been greatly reduced. Besides, the approach increases the classification accuracy and effectively removes the noisy or misleading samples which can be definitely discerned in Figure 3 . The modified method proposed (MEKNN) in this paper uses the EKNN as a basis for sample selection, while using k-NN to classify. It is well known that the main idea of EKNN is to reduce the original training set to smaller one for reducing the computational complexity and improving the classification accuracy rate. But the smaller training set finally generated is only a subset of testing set. This may result in the loss of some important information and misclassification for some samples. In order to reduce the loss of information and improve the classification accuracy rate, in this paper, we modify the previous method. The final editing training set is no longer a subset of reference set but an union of two subsets respectively belongs to reference set and testing set. The detailed process is as follows:
be training set, and each sample has a given class label. Then we divide D into two subsets 1 D and 2 D , in which:
and let 1 D be reference set (training set), 2 D be testing set. Classify every sample belongs to 2 D by 1 D once more. Namely, for every 
Let 2
D′ be reference test, the original reference set 1 D be testing set. Then repeat the previous classification operation. Finally we can receive 1 D′ : 
For an unlabeled vector l X , it is classified by D′ using k-NN. Figure 4 shows a algorithm of the method improved based on k-NN and EKNN algorithm as betrayed above in Figure 1 and Figure 2 .
The MEKNN algorithm is similar to the EKNN algorithm, but the difference between them is that they use different training sets to guide the classification process. By the described above, we can see that the sample number in the training set of the improved method is more than in original method. This is because the number of the training set is rationally increased in the MEKNN. In the same time it can retain the important information-rich samples that EKNN has lost. By using the method improved, it can make the classification accuracy higher which is shown in section 4. 
IV. EXPERIMENT
This section presents the results of experimental studies which are respectively shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Figure 5 . The data sets used in this experiment are two two-dimensional synthetic data sets which are gener ated as follows: each class has 2000 samples which were independent and identically distributed (i.i.d), drawn from a normal distribution having mean as (2,3), (3, 2) and the same covariance matrix as 2 2× I (i.e., identity matrix). A comparison of k-NN , EKNN and MEKNN is given based on reductive size and classification accuracy.
In the process of classification, the method proposed firstly generates a reductive training set, and then classifies an unlabeled vector using k-NN. Table 1 , it can be clearly seen that the retention rate of EKNN is only 35.6%. This is mean that only fewer samples have been remained, which may not represent distribution of the whole training set. While MEKNN is employed, the retention rate rises to 72.25%. This is mean that while removes the noise or misleading samples, retains as much as possible the information-rich samples. In other words, MEKNN can compensate for the shortcoming of EKNN to make classification accuracy higher.
B. Comparison of Classification Accuracy
In this section we will compare the classification accuracy of k-NN, EKNN and MEKNN, which is shown in Table 2 . In the process of classification, the three methods use different training set. For k-NN, the training Figure 6 , we can also definitely see that the results of the three methods are quiet different. The average classification accuracy of MEKNN is the highest in the three methods. As seen from Table 2 and Figure 6 , we can draw a conclusion that the modified method is better than the other two methods. Compared to k-NN, first the classification accuracy is improved; second the training set is shrunk; last the amount of computation is reduced. Compared to EKNN, the modified method retains some important information that EKNN has lost and the classification accuracy is also improved.
V. CONCLUSION
A new editing k-nearest neighbors classifier is proposed in this paper, and its performance is investigated by compared with k-NN, EKNN and MEKNN. Via the experimental part, we can definitely arrive a conclusion that the method improved has made a certain effect. In section 4, it is found that the method proposed has yielded better result than the k-NN [11] , and EKNN [7] . This result is also suggest that a effective and rational editing training set is obtained in the method proposed which preserves the important information. This is the key it increases classification accuracy as well. The condition of a sample to be included in the editing training set in the method proposed, is different from that in EKNN [7] . And the number of samples in the editing training set as is shown previously is more than that in EKNN [7] . However, by comparison of k-NN, EKNN and MEKNN, it has shown that, although the NEKNN finds a more reasonable training set and improves the classification accuracy, it often occurs at the expense of runtime, compared with EKNN. How much number in training set is the optimal state, and in the same time, minimize its runtime are worth researching ulteriorly. Although the method in this paper can not live up to the perfect standard, however, it is important to point out that the proposed method reserves the important information which EKNN [7] algorithm has lost, as well as deletes the redundant information which k-NN [11] algorithm has reserved. No matter in theory or experimentation, we both received a better result than the previous methods.
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